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INTRODUCTION 

In investigations of the chemical s.ystem constituted by the soil 
and the plant. it is unavoidable, in the majority of cases, that th~ 
research should be directed into some specialized phase of soil chem
istry, or of plant physiology. Little opportunity is afforded to make 
direct comparisons between soil conditions and the conditions of 
artificial cultures. For the past ten years, however, the yalifornia 
Experiment Station has conducted various soil and plant iIivestiga. 
tions which have made possible such comparisons. This has brought . 
up for discussion numerous questions pertaining to the physiological 
aspects of soil solution investigattons, and perhaps it is worth while 
to pause for. a short time, in the course of detailed study of experi
ments, to tak;e It general survey of several important physiological 
phases of the soil-plant system. . 

• This diseu88i{)D 'is based on papers submitted to the 'International Congre88 
of Soil Science (Pedologie), Rome, May, 1924, and to the Western Society of 
Pknt Nutrition, Stanford University, June, 1924, and Portland, June, 1925. It 
is intended simply as a eritical statement of certain soil solution problem. as 
they ha.v~ presented themselves during investigations eondneted in Californ,ja; 
and it.s limitationa preclude any but incidental referenws ro, the literature ou .... the 
subject. In ~ta · :prepa~tio.~ dlaeuasiona with my cQlleagues in California ~nd 
lfi~, ,_ipve!ftip.wJ'$ _ '~ · other in.stitutionIJ , have been very helpfu1. ,Of ~l 
~~ -~~e, -heett, ~"of_-~iJO.lutiC!n ,queetiQnl with P~QIIiOr . J. ~~' B.~d 
1I;li,4.;)lr •. ;.T. , P; ,~ .~4. of l!h~olo;:\ ... 1 FO.!>' ...... . with l'rnf~~ C. B .. 
~ A..-It, lJa .... ~ W. 1'. a.~ 
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PH YSIOUlI,H'AL REl,ATlO:>\j-.\ OF' SOIL SOI;eTIOX TO SOIL ORGANISMS 

Before proeeeding with the main discussion, which concerns the 
11jgher plants, it ""cerns indispensable to iIL~ert a brief statement 
f('garuing Hw phy~iol()gieal relations exi<.;t.ing between the soil solution 
and the mi('r(Jiir~nUlisms of the soil. TlH' statement that an essential 
eondition of fertility in soils is the development of uesirable micro
organisms has been made eoun~less times and in man)' forms.. Yet 
this point may l'(,\(Jllire 11(',,· eonsidpration in cOllnectioll with current. 
researches 011 the soil solution. The data obtained on water extracts 
of soils and the mof(' striking and definite information made available 
hy Hurd and 1fartin-1 through their studies on soils with the use' of (1 

modified Parker di:-;pla(~ement method) illustrate the fact 'that nor· 
maIly a soil Holu t ioll is, in. large measure, a biologically cont.roUed 
system; tha t is to say, uearl.y all the anion (NO:!, SO.J' HCO,~) content 
of sne-h a solution i'j -of biologic.l11 origin autl equivalent quantities of 
('Blions lUlll't enter into solution along with the anions. If the hydro· 
gl'n ion conecutrlltion r(,~Ulain unchanged, the principal cations in· 
voh'ed 'wmIld be K) Mg, and Ca. By thoroughly lea.ching a ' soil, its 
solution may be brought. to a Rtate of very }O\" concentration and 
it appears that most of the C':&'w11tial ions cannot attain concentrations 
suitable for satisfactory plant growth in the absence of the biological 
formatioll of anion:;; . 

. r. C, 1I.Iartin and I have performed the following experiment 
which bears on thi" 1)oint. After leaching, different portions of a 
soil were placed in paraffined bottles \vitll 5 parts of distilled water, 
Rna the suspellsions 'rere .shaken .several hours each day for nearly 
a year. In l'everal of the bottles

1 
the watf'r was saturated with 

toluene. ..\ t the fmel of the period of contact, only a comparatively 
slight amount of material had entf'red into solution in the case of 
the toluene saturated water, while in the other bottles, where micro
biological processes had proeeeded a.ctively, there had been a very 
striking increase in the conc-entration of the solution in contact with 
the soil. Reeently, these biochemical relations haye been made cleart:.r 
by the the studies of Burd and his associates1 on nitrification and 
denitrification in relation ·to the soil solutes. These same investiga_.... 
tions also give evidence of the great importance of the biological 
formation of SO, anions in soils of the type studied. Apparently, 
we have every reason to reemphasize the older teachings in .terms of 
modern soil solution theories, and it mal' be suggested that .from this 
point of view the study of the microorganisms themselves must find 
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it.s ultimate justification in esta.blishing definite correlations between 
numbers or activities of the various types of organisms and the conw 
centrations of the- different ions of the soil solution. Likewise, it will 
be desirable to show that any eont.rol of the micro-population of the 
soil results in a. corres-ponding control of the soil solution. It is eYi
dent that in connection with ~uch researches, it- will be of importance 
to conduct further investigations on. the organic matter of the soil 
in hs relation to the multiplication of different soil organisms and to 
th,e formation of nitrate, sulphate and bicarbonate anions. 

BIOLOGICAL ACTION AXD REPLACEABLE BARES 

\\Thjle the production or- anions is aecnunt.(~d ror primarily by the 
hiolog-ieal adivirirs of micro-Ol'ganjsm~. thl', relative proportions' of 
the different baws f'IltE~ring into solution to nentralize the HCjriS 
formed aTf' dependent to a v()ry great extent, althougp not exclusively, 
npon the nature of tho-.ge colloidal constituents of the soil involved 
in the replacement of ba...;;es. If these rE'",active compounds have had 
their calcium and magnesium too largely replaced by hydrogen, 
sodium, or trivalent bases, it cannot be expected that. a sati..,factory 
soil solution will be capable of formation, and of course,. in t.he more 
extreme cases, some of the biological activities referred to abo-ve will 
themselves be inhibited. In the solution of the problem as a wh~le, 
it is 'evident that the study of biological activities and of the reactive 
silicates of the soil should go hand in hand. Both types of inquiry 
are essential in answering the basic question: Under 'what conditions 
can a soil produce an adequate soil solution! Fortunately, the 
development of the chemistry 01 rel)laceable bases has been very 
considerable and many soil problems have been clarified as a result of 
researches in this fif!ld. Much time also has been ~stO'\ved upon the 
investigation of various kinds of soil organisms, but no sufficiently 
comprehensive work has yet been reported dealing with these organ
ism,__o;; and at the same time taking into ~ccount the effects of their 
activities on all the ions of the soil solution. 

NATURE OF THE ABSORPTION OF ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS BY PLANTS 

Even in these brief preliminary stateme-nts, it has been found nec
essary to make two assumptions, first that plants absorb inorgan;e 
elements only from the soil solution, and, second, tbat tbe absorption 
i. primarily concerned with ions. Probahly . tbese views l_Il"e held by 
nwst plant investigat&rs, tbough they have been questioned by some. 
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Whether these assumptions are correct or not, the investigation of 
the soil solution is n€>cessar:y ~ but a serious complication would be 
introduced if it were sho·wn that plants possess the power of making 
use of soil colloids directly. Fortunately, there scents to be no reason 
at present to believe that this particular complication must be met. 

Several misapprehensions iJave arisen in some discussions of 'soil 
solution theories. Some writers have confused the soil extract with 
iJIe soil solut.ion. and deduced a concentration for the latter far lower 
than actually occurs in a fertile soil at optimum moisture content. 
Morrover, plants do not absorb the soil solution as a whole, but 
absorb the various essential elements from the soil solution. It is 
a very simple matter to show that plants can absorb ions and water 
differentially! so that it by no means follows that the total amount 
of water transplrcd necessarily Emits the absorption of ions from 
dilute solutions. Perhaps it may be difficult to believe that a plant 
ean obtain eJlon~h 1'04 from ~oil solutions which usually contain 
that partiCUlar ion in very low eoncentration! possibly only to the 
extent of one or two parts per million. However, solution culture 
experiments have demonstrated that a concentration of P04 of this 
order of magnitude may be adequate! provided that as fast as P04 

is absorbed, more POi is added to the solution, so that the concentra
tion never falls below a critieal level during those portions of the 
plant.'s growtJl cycle which require active a.bsorption of phosphate.16 

In a good soil, this is exactly the condition which prevails. With 
regard to the absorption of iron, experience with solution cultures has 
demonstrated that colloidal iron compounds will not prevent chlorosis 
unless conditions permit of the actual solution of a small portion of 
the iron. 

The ionic nature of absorpt.ion, of course, is not capable of direct 
and certain proof by any methods so far employed, especially because 
the whole question of the nature of ionization is being subjeGted to 
critical review (tn the part of the physical chemist. But, admitted 
this, it still appears that the most useful concepti<>n regards absorp
tion by plants as being concerned with ions. The differential nature 
of absorption, the exchange of one ion for another in a solution during 
ll.brorption, the dilute character of culture solutions, the affect of <>no 
element on the absorption of another and other considerations, seem 
to mske it. profitable to interpret results in terms of ions." CerW.inly 
there is no advantage (other than convenience in preparation ·of 
solutions) in referring the composition of culture solutions. to :1l!e 
salts which were originally employed, more or less lll'bitrarily: :S,. 
crueulating in terms of miJIiequivalents the COlI!po.nti® of a~u~~ 
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solution or the amounts of the elements absorbed therefrom, any pos
sible inter-ionic relations will become apparent. 

In pursuing this inquiry still further, it may be asked whether, 
in general, the concentration and composition of soil s'olutions from 
productive soils are of such a nature as to be adequate apart ,from the 
solid phase of the soil. The writer has had an opport,unity to make 
just such comparisons by growing barley plants in artificial solutions 
side by side with plants grown in soils, the solutions of which were 
under investigation by Hurd and Martin. tl As a result of these com
parisons, the qnestion statc{l above can be answered in the affirma
tive. \Vhen -a suitable amount of mtlture solution was used for each 
plant without change of )';olution after the ea1'lier periods of growth, 
and when low concentrations of phosphate, maintained constant as 
far as possible, were employed, there was no difference of a re·ally 
fundamental character between the a.rtificial solutions and the soil 
solutions obtained by the displacement method. I_n both cases, tbe 
growth of the plants diminished the cOllcentration of several of the 
principal ions while the concentration of H COs was' increased as the 
concentration of NO:! decreased . 

It is true, of course, that the technique of solution and sand cul
tures as ordinarily employed involves a somewhat different solution 
condition from that found in the soil, as will be pointed out la,ter 
in connection with the concentration of PO~ ions. Also, as a matter 
of convenience, it is frequently customary to change the culture solu
tions one or more times each week throughout the growth cycle of the 
plants, If they make good growth and if the volumes of solution are 
limited, it is probable that a very considerable reduction in concen
tration of various ions occurs during the intervals between changes of 
solution, This condition will be followed by a sudden change to ·. 
solution of the original concentration and the cycle will be repeated 
as often as the solutions are changed, In decided contrast to this 
conditiOon is the ohe which appears to exist (at least as an average con
dition) in the soil solution of a cropped soil in which, notwithstanding 
many unpredictable fluctuations, the concentrations of several of the 
important ions decrease in a more or less gradual manner, and during 
the later stages of growth of barley and other plants, it may happen 
that for .. considerahle per.iod of time, practically no nitrate remains 
in the soil solution, 
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AB~ORPTIOK AT DU'FEREXT GHO\VTI-I PJIA1':'ES 

The:o;c ('onsiderationfol snggest. the import.ance of having suitable 
coneentrations of ef;sential ions available nnt merely at some time 
durin~ th~ sea .. "on, hut at particular phases in the growth _C'_ycle of the 
plant. The work of Burd and Martin)4 Stewart 28 and the writer,H.l1 
seems to estahlish the fact that a yery good barley -crop can be 
ohtainr-d t:'Yel1 when the Boil solution has its concentration of NO~ 
r('ducNl to a negligible amount by the time of heading out of the 
plants, the fall in concentration of nitrate being accompallied by a. less 
striking but significlmt fall in concentration of several ot.her ions. 
As Hlready sta1ed , entirely analog-ons rt'sults have been obtained with 
art ificiaJ solution cultures. 

It has ('ven lwen suggested by Geri('ke~ll) on the ba~is of some 
interesting reslllt~ ohtained with solution cultures, that such a. decrease 
in cone('ntration of one or more e:o:.':!ential elements is not only com
I)atihle wjth good ~owth. but is a neeessary condition for optimum 
yield of crops. Although it is quite ('.ontch-able .. especially in solution 
cultures, that an illjuriously large absorption of one or more essential 
elements might occur or that the absorptiO-ll might continue over too 
prolongt'd a period, it. would be unsafe to advance at the present 
time- too wir1e a 'generalization concerning thef.ie poi~ts, for one reason 
because the habits of growth of different (vpel'; of plants, as well as 
climatic condit.ions, ver~' gr(~atl:v restrict the application of da.ta 
obtained in a.ny one particular ('xperiment. One eannot disregard the 
question of a plant's ability to tiller or to branch in thif'i connection. 
To give a speeifie illustration , the writer carried on an experiment 
with barley plants in which, bf':CaURe of the large volume of solution 
used for each plant: and the very frt~_quent ehanges of solution, the 
concentrations of the variouR ions were maintained fairly ' constant 
throughout the growth cycle. The climatic conditions were very 
favor-able, ~md the si:le of the plants grown in these solutions l in 
respect to total dry weight, number of tillers and amount of grain, 
was greater than that of plants producerl during the same season 
hy a fertile soil, eVel) wheu the Dumber of plants occupying ea.ch unit 
area of soil wa." much smaller than is clL"tomary in field practice. 
Likewise, the plants grmvn lmder the 8olntion culture conditions just 
described were much larger than plants grown in those solutions which 
became red ueed in concentration at the time of heading out. It is 
highly probable that different results might have been obtained with 
other types of plants possessing hereditary habits, of growth which 
would have limited the amount of tillering or branching. 
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"'Then an increased crop yield is obtained with plants like barley, 
by maintaining the original concentration of the culture Rolution 
throughout the season) the increa"le is largely dependent upon the 
production of successive cycles of growth, Ile,,' tillers being formed 
over a considerable period of time and ripenin~ being greatly delayed. 
(Each tiller might, of course, be regarded as a ~eparate plant.) In 

general, such a situation would be entirely unuesirable for plants 
grown under field conditions within a limited season. As a matter 
of fact, under a favorable climatic environment, it is very improbable 
that nitrate (and perhaps certain other ions) would ever be main· 
tained in high concentration during the later stages of growth of a 
crop such as barley.*' Burd and l\f_artinl:i showed that even when a 
soil was liberally fertilized 'With nitrate, the concentraHon of this 
-:'on in the soil solution diminished during plant growth to practical1y 
as Iowa point as in a similar soil without trea.tment. 

Assuming suitable moisture conditions~ we may, ,t.herefore, regard 
it as a normal state for annual plant..,,; at least~ that the concentration 
of the soil solution should decrease as grmrth pl'oce'eds, but it may 
be highly important, nevert~ele&'Il.J that appreciable, even though 
diminished- conce-ntrations of certain ions (for example, calcium), 
should be maintained in the. later st.ages of gro,\vth, a..'; ha.. ... been shown 
by Gericke. It is increasingly evident that much of great value. is 
yet to be learned about the effect of mineral elements at different 
stages of plant growt h. The most clt·ar·cut and convenient means of 
studying the question is by mearL'';;: of solution culture experiments. 
These are indeed indispensable, but. the interpretation of the results 
of such experiments in terms of soil solution data and likewise the 
interpretation of data on the composition of the soil solution in terms 
of physiological response offer great difficulty, as I shall endeavor to 
point out. 

PHYS!C)l,OGICAL NATURE OF THE SOIL SOLUTION 

Earlier in the discussion, an experiment was referred to in which 
excellent barley plants were grown in solutions containing very low 
concentrations of PO-l ion. In almost every .solution culture experi. 
ment heretofore reported, solutions have been ,employed with an 
initial concentration of PO" far higher, in some instances several 
hundred times higher, than the concentrations found in the soil 801,,
tions even of productive soils which have been investigated from this 

* This "I!Itatement may not bold for soile exceptionally high in easily deeom· 
posahle organic matter. 
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point of view. Under solution eulture conditions, because of this 
relatively high initial (>oncentration, absorption of phosphate in the 
earHer stages of growth may be greater than under soil conditions 
and a.s a consequence the res-ponse to phosphate. absorption in later 
stages of growth may be altered. At any rate, with regard to phos
phate cOller-niration, an important <.listinction exists between soil solu
tions and practically all artificial culture s<)jutions so far described. 

On the basis of experiments such a..<.; tho:;e mentioned earlier, I felt 
justified in making the previous statement that it is possible to obtain 
entirely satisfactory plant growth in certain artificial culture solu
t.ion~ differing from l'(oi1 l-IolutiollS in no fundamental way. This obser~ 
\'ation, however, does not. imply that the pn'sence of a solid phase is 
without effect on the absorption of mineral elements from a culture 
~olution. liVe have eompared the composition of plants grown in sand 
and in solution cultures, taking care to provide in both cases exactly 
the same volumes of solution for each plant. The plants grown in 
oolution culture had higher percentages of nearly all the mineral ele
ments present than the plants grown in sand eultures, although the 
latter developed the larger root systems. Obviously, the ease with 
whieh diffusion takes place in a solution culture had a marked influ
ence on the absorption of the various ions. The retarding influence 
on diffusion must be manifested to an even greater extent in soil 
media than in sand culture media. The solution in contact with the 
solid medium acts toward the plant as would a more dilute solution 
in the absence of a solid. Probably, therefore, an inhibitory concen
tration would be lower in a solution culture than in a sand or soil 
culture. 

'Ve shall now continue, in a more detailed manner, the discussion 
of the physiological nature of soil f.;olutions, It is first necessary 
to recall that Burd and MartinG have been able to obtain, from cert~n 
soils, solutions which give every indication of closely approximating 
the soil solution as it exists in these soils at optimum or lower mois
ture contents. The question 'yhieh interests lUi in the present con
nection is the following: To what extent does the solution displaced 
from a mass of soil at a given moisture content represent the solution 
in actual c(}ntact with the absorbing membranes of the root system 
of the plant. In the first place, we must recognize the possibility 
that not all portions of a root system are equally active .at anyone 
time, There is formed, no doubt, as growth proceeds) a constantly 
advancing zone of actively absorbing root cells, the older poJ.'1;iOll$ of 
the root system becoming more or less inaetive at lellilt with some 
plants. Composite samples of soil representing' various depths of a . 
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cropped ."il might, therefo.re, yield a composite soil solution derived 
from zones already more or less depleted by absorption, zones from 
which absorption was actively taking place and zones to which the 
roots had not yet penetrated. It iS1 perhaps; not entirely accurate 
to picture the soil solution of an entire-ma&<.; of soil gradually becom
ing reduced in concentration. Possibly eaeh absorbing root surfac~ 
rapidly reduces the concentration of the soil solution immediately 
available, and this proces..~ continues as long a.."l. new root surfaces are 
formed and have access to fresh supplies of soil solution. Considering . 
the plant a~ a whole, however, t.he supply of mineral elements would 
decrea._~ 8..Q, growth proceeds, if th~ mass of available soil were limited 
in amount, or if root growth cea."'-cd. In field practice, the extension 
of roots into deeper layers of soil and the character of the soil solution 
in these layers may sometimes haye an important bearing on -the 
absorption of mineral elements during the later stages of the growth 
cycle, as suggested by Crist and "\Veaver.1 

It is difficult to say through how great distance ions can diffuse 
into the zone or the absorbing root membralles. In the main, the 
evidence indicates that it is the extension of the root system rather 
than the diffuruon of ions to the· roots which is of primary importance. 
Yet there must take place a considerable vertical movement of solutes 
along with capillary movement of water. Moreover, the applicat,ion 
of water to the soil whether by means of rainfall or irrigation will, 
of course, have' an important effect on the concentration of the soil 
solution in the various layers of the soil because of leaching p~ocesses. 

While it is doubtful whether, by any method of dealing with 
ma&.;;es of soil, it is p0S8ible to determine the exact _composition of 
the solution in contact at any given moment -with the active portions 
of the root system, still it can scarcely be questioned that soil solu~ 
tion studies are capable of demonstrating the general nature of the 
physiologically actiye solution and the tendency of plant growth to 
deplete such solutions. Tht' practically complete removal of 
NO, from a limited mass of soil by' barley and other crops proves 
that by one mechanism or another, the root system has a very effieient 
contact with the NO., ions of t.he entire soil solntion. In this connec· 
tion, it would he interesting to know how important. 1S the differential 
diffusion of ions through the soil solution. 

Additional emphasis should he given to the relation hetweeu the 
moisture content of a soil and the composition of its solution. Tne 
work so f.ax carried out on certain Callfornia soils shows that there 
may exist at optimum and half optimum moisture an appro:s:imately 
inVe!'116 relation hetWllen mois:tItre content awl the concentration of 
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several important ions, but this inverse relation does not hold even 
approximateJy for all lons. Especially it does not apply to PO" ions~ 
'which may maintain nearly the same concentration at very different 
moisture {~onteIlt..... It follows. therefore, that every change in the 
moisture ('on tent of the soil brinf!'s about. highly significant changes 
ill tht' composition and concentration of the ~il solution. It is, 
furthermore: nln'iolls tha.1. nnrler the soil couditioIh>; ordinarily obtain
ing during th(' I2Towt.h of a ern}) in the field, the same moisture con
tent of the soil is not maintained throughout. :\.ioistnre c;hanges 
mighL ttwrlC'fnre, prO(ltH'(" clianllf's in the coneentratioll of the soil 
solutioll 'i\:ith respt"et to certain ions) greater than those caused by the 
ahsorption of Holl1te~ by the plnnt. Even under the highly controlled 
conditioJl !'. of tank esperiment .... it is scarceJy pos.';ible to prevent fiuc
tulltions III llloisttu'(' (~OJlh>llL e,"ppcially during periods of heavy 
tran~piratioll. 

These considerations introduce other matter:-; of physiological im~ 
port. It. appears to be quite possihlf to determine how a soil solution 
is affed-ed by changes in tlJ(! moisture cont-eut of the soil, but this 
does not completely answer question~ relating to the physiological 
response of the plant to such changes. At the 1000\'er moisture content, 
while concentrations of solut.es would be increased, rates of diffusion 
might be decreased. Eve)} leaving a.._o.;ide the influence of the solid 
phase, no simple relation can be established for the physiological 
effects of two ~olutions of different concentra.tion. Absorption studies 
made on such solutions han~ indieated t.hat over a given period the 
removal of ions from the more dilute solutions may be much greater 
than would be predict.ecl on the ba<.;is. of relative. conce.ntrations. 

In the soil , th(> conc~ntration and composition of the culture solu
tion, t.he moisture, and the air supply, may all influence the develop
ment of the rom, system and therefore the total surfa.ee involved in 
t.he proces...<.;es of absorption. This nablrally altern the physiological 
relation (If the plant to the soil solution , often perhaps in a highly 
::';ignificant manner. 

l'nfortllnately , the problem, 1-:0 far a<.; thl~ abb:orption of ions is 
concerned, is even more intricate, for the rea.."iOn that t.he .absorption of 
any gjven ion cannot be evaluatf>d Y'xcept. in relation to the other ions 
present. Thus th(' rate of absorption of a. cation may be influenced' by 
the rate of absorption of the as..'Wciated anion and conversely. Certain 
ionR. seem to be absorbed at a slower rate than others. Among the 
l'ilowly absorbed ions are as a rule calcium, magnesium, and sulphate, 
but ,uch general relations are likely to vary witb ,different types of 
plants. It is possible that the nitrate ion has a .special position, not 
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only because it is the source of nitrogen, but also because of its 
pm.sible accelerating ~ffects on the absorption 01 cations. 

Clearly a knowledge of the composition of a soil solution or of 
an artificial culture solution does not, in itself, enable us to predict 
the rate at which each component ion will be absorbed or utilized by 
the plant. 

THE BrpPLYIXH Po\ ... ·ER OF THE SOIL 

In any attempt. to apprai~e thf' crop producing' power of a /'loil on 
the basis of soil solution data, the dynamic nature of the soil and of 
the plant is, of course, a cOIh ... iueration of the utmost importance. It 
is essential to empha.'iize the snpplying p01ver of the soil, a concept 
which has been dis.cUB.~ed re_cently by Livingston21 in. another connec
tion The vital question is: Can the culture medium supply to the 
plant in each unit of time the required quota of every element needed 
at each particular ph~.;,;e of tp_e growth cycle 1 According to the pres
ent view, many different soil solutions might fulfill this requirement) 
but obviously those of eertain soib are defiei(:'nt, in that the concen
tration of one or more essential ions falls so low that the amount 
ab:-;orhed in each unit. of time becomes insufficient for the needs of the 
plant at some particular phaf'le of growth. Theoretically, there are two 
general ways in which a soil might possess an adequate supplying 
power for essential elements: (a) A sufficient quantity of all the ne~es
sary elements for the total fieasonal requirements of the plant might 
already be present in the soil solution of the total mass of soil at the 
beginning of the season. (b) The quantity of dissolved material present 
at anyone time might be inadequate for these seasonal reql).irements, 
but additional amollllts entering into solution might make up for 
any initial ueficit. The first case ean be illustrated by a sand culture 
in which the volume of solution and number of plants are so regulated 
that all elements (in suitable initial concentration) are added to the. 
culture in the fil'st instance in such amounts thai, the oolution will 
maintain concentrations appropriate ' to each phase of growth. In a 
soil as it occurs in nature, the second method is necessarily involved, 
but to a degree varying for different elements. In the CMe of the 
phosphate ion. a plant presumably could obtain only a small part of 
its requirements for the whole growth cycle by the absorption of all 
the phosphate present at any given moment in tbe .soil solution of 
the mass of accessible soil. . 

Several years· ago, Burd2
. discussed this general question on the 

basis .of data obtained on water extracts of a group of soils under 
intensive study. The conclusion was r_hed that there ·w ... alwaY" 
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present in water-soluble form in the whole mass of available soil, a 
sufficient total quantity of all the various essential elements for the 
requirrments of a large erop at any period of growth. This was true 
e.ven of a soil of relatiyely ·inferior crop-producing capacity. Of 
courfle, the total quantity of water soluble material present is not the 
only eonsideration sint:e actively' [1 bsorbing root surfaces are not at 
all times in actual ('outact with the entire internal surface of the 
~oil, hut furthermore, adequate suppl~'ing pmrcr evidently means the 
maintenaJ}('e of certain minimum concentrations of each ion in the 
soil solution. .lust what the8f' minimum eoncelltrations may be in any 
particular instance, we eannot say. Solution culture experiments 
shmv that often extremely Jow coneentrations ma.y suffice, if maintained 
in the solution for such periods a.'S may be rpqnired by the plant. But 
tilt' conditions for diffusion are so diif€'rent ill a soil that we a.re not 
justified in concluding that minimum concentrations in solution cul
tures and in soil solutions aTe necessarily the same. However, in this 
(~onnecti(Hl , results reeently puhlished hy Burel and :rVlartin" are of 
signifieance. The displaeeil solutions of a number of soils which had 
become depleted through continuous cropping were examined and 
compared with solutions of similar soils which had remained un
cropPNl. Even at the heginning of the sea.50ll the soil solutions of 
the cropped soils had yery Jo,v concentrations of several jons (far 
lower than in the' soil :.;olution of the uncropped soils). It is not 
certain that these concentrations would be entirely adequate in a 
continuously renewed artifieial culture solution, and certainly in the 
soil, it is not at all unreasonable to suppose that they might be too 
lmv to permit of the best growth of barley under a favorable climatic 
environment. 

Briefly recapitulating, the supplying power of a soil jnterpreted 
as a phYHiological function, depends UjJOIJ the following factors, among 

. others: the concentration of ions in t!1e soil solution at the time of 
initial contact with the absorbing roots, the suitability of the soil 
for root dispersion with the consequent increase in total absorbing 
surface, and the ability of the soil to maintain concentrations in the 
soil solution above critical minima for the different phases of growth; 
notwithstanding withdrawal by pl.auts. Weare Dot in a position at 
present to measure directly anyone of these factors. Furthermore, we 
do not know to what extent surplus of an element stored in a plant 
during an early stage of growth can supply the requirements of the 
plant during later stages. Solution culture studies with barley have, 
shown that a favorable medium during early stages of growth lD!lY 
<Iau8e abundant tillering. If then, the supply Of ';"rta.in elements is 
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exham;ted too soon, none of these tillers can mature properly and the 
final growth is less satisfactory than if the supply of culture soluti.,n 
had been distributed over a longer period and growtb confined · to a 
few tillers. 

The complexity of the situation might seem to render hopeless 
any attempt to interpret in terms of plant growth such data as can 
be obtained from soil solutions, yet encouraging correlations of this 
type have actually been obtained, even when the soil solution concen
trations were computed ver;y approximately from the results of 
analyses of one to five water extracts, particularly when comparisons 
of cropped and uncropped soils made at frequent intervals were used 
as. a basis for estimating supplying power. 

Tbe fact of the matter is that plants possess in general a large 
measure of adaptability to their solution environment. It is perhaps 
impossible to learn the exact .composition of the soil solution from 
which the actual absorption of ions takes place for re8....'>Ons which haye 
been set forth, but on the other hand aJl. the evide";e at pre gent avail
able in<licatcs that agrwultural p/wnts ('{Em make equally good growth 
in a very g'reat variety of cultu.re so!utions. Within wide limits at 
least l there is no evidence that ·plants thrive only in solutions with cer
tain specific ratios existing between various elements. Davis9 has 
reported definite experiments in support of this statement. While, 
therefore1 it is true that every modification of the solution conditions 
is likely to induce a change in the composition of the crop, it does not 
follow that corresponding changes in the total crop yield will occur. 

Nevertheless in cases which fall outside of this broad optimum 
range it is quite possible to obtain at least a general correlation between 
the composition and concentration of the soil solution and crop pro
duction, despite the inherent difficulties of determining the exact 
nature of the culture medium of a soil from a physiological point of 
view. It is at least reasonable to assume that considerable differences 
in crop production may be related to soil solution differences suffi· 
ciently striking to be made evident by the use of available methods 
of study, bow ever imperfect these may be. It is ouly necessary that 
they should indicate when a decrease in supplying power for some 
element becomes a limiting factor, or when a to:dc substance is 
present. 

:A. complete discussion of the concept of the supplying power of 
a soil would ineltlde the. oxygen and water supplying processes wJ>ich 
are obviously of first importance and intimately bound up with the 
sUPPlYing p<>wer for ions. It would include . .a.lso. the influence of aerial . 
OOnditlons. No matter how self-evident,. it is impossible -to emplwllze 
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too :-;trongly or 100 oftt'll thr. fad. t.hat the adequacy of a soil solution 
is not an independent. and fixNl property of that sQlllti~n, buS. is 
1'(;lntp<1 to tIl(' ollwr (~onditi611:-: afff'cting the gro~~t.h· o({he plant 'and 
the rate of the ab;,,;ol'ptioll of ions, sneh as light, "temperature and 
hllmi(lity. Ht'Cl'Ilt resear('iJes 'Warrant the stat.ement that insufficient. 
:!1.tPlltion has been giw"n to t.he light faetor, especially (}.<; regards 
duration. The liIllitation~ of this paprr, however, make it imposs.ihl~~ 
to mort' t.han mf'ntion thesp phases of the diseussion. 

:-:!PECIFIC AIlSORBIXG POWERS OF DIFl"E.REK'l' TYPES OF PLANTR 

()ne of the JllO~t illtef(~s1 iug and important problems related to 
t 1](> pIJysiologieal a,;:;pe-e1s nf wil solntion invef.;tigations concerns differ
('J\('ps between variou~ type~ of plant~ hi regard to the·ir ability to 
ah"orb rnjnt'raJ elements from the ~oil , Rometimes referred to as the 
feeding po\H~rs of plant~. ~fany hypothp,.sps have heen aclvanced to 
f1(;{'Ounf, for the re(.'()l·df'd ohservatiou~ 1 lmt a critical review of the 
pvidf'nce now availablp eOllvinees one tha.t we are in pos.o;;ession of 
only a small portion of tlw data lH'ees:-mr:r to formulate any adequate 
theoreti(~a.l blliiis for these phenomena. In any discussion of this 
kinJ 1 the first difficulty which presents itself is the prceise meaning of 
t.1l{' terms employed. Just ,,,hat ('onception is conveyed by the expres
sion absorbing- or .. f(-'pding" power of a plant? It has been inter
preted to mean va.rj{}l1s combinat.ions of the follmving ideas: 

(a) The difference in the percent.age composition of different 
types of plantR grown on the smne .)o;oi1. 

(b) Differenet'l'j j,n tht' rate of ah:-;ol'ption of an element for eaeh 
uni1 of surface of absorbing' root membranes_ 

(c.) Total quantitit's of an eh:ment. r(:'moved from a unit area or 
volume of soil. 

(rf) Ability to bring iJlt.o solution, by rxcretion of acid or disturb
anee of chemical equilibria, undissolved components of the soil. 

(f) Ability to extcIJd the root, ~ystern into deeper layers of 80il and 
thus draw on a larger total amount of 80il solution. 

TlIese yarious interpret.ations mny invoh·re very different sets of 
proce&"ies and it win undouhtedly serve to clarify our view very much 
jf w'e at. lea.~t attempt to cliff(~rentiate the phenomena involved. 

"Vhen two types of plants are grown on the same soil; they are 
almost eertain to have a different composition with reference 
to the element, obtained from the soil, but such facts do not enlighten 
us on the mechanism by which this difference came About. The roots 
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of the two plants might have been in contact with surfaces of different 
extent, or with different soil solutions, because of modifications pro
duced in the solutions by the vital activities of the plant:;;. The chance 
that the same amount of the same soil solution would be drawn on 
in each cas£" is very remote. Moreover, the composition of the plant 
is, of courl,e1 related to the ~ynthesis of carbohydra.t.es in the aerial por
tions of the plant, the mineral elements being diluted, so to speak, to 
a. different extent according to the kind of ID£'taboliRID possessed by 
the particlilar plant, the stage of its grmyth 1 and the local variations 
of the environment. Vi.7here, therefore, the ("om position of two plants 
of different types grlHvn on the :;;ame soil is found to be different, it 
is an interesting fact) but, one- which so far ha.o;;; led to no important 
seientific conclusions. The acC'urat'y of the facts themselves. moreover 
is often open to question since the goil assumed to be uniform IJ!.ay, 
~n fact , pos~ess considerable variabilit.y as ",vell as the individual plants. 

If we grow plant.~ in artificial culture solutions in su~h a 'vay that 
we are assured that the root.s of different t.ypes of plants are in con
tact with the same or nea.rly the same solution) we may observe in 
many cases that [EfferclIt types of absorption occur, but also t.hat the 
composition of a plant of any given type can be changed to a strikillg 
degree by changing the composition of t}JC culture solution. Conse
quent]Y1 when comparisons are made of plant.s grown in the same 
soil, not only do we not know the exact composition of their respective 
culture media, but we do not know to what extent the composition of 
the plant reflects a specific type of a!)sorption, and to what extent 
it reflects merely the kind of soil solution which happened to Oe avail· 
able under the partie-ular eOlHlitions and which \vouid yary from place 
to place and from time to time. 

Differences in the rate of absorption of an ion for a unit area of 
absorbing surface, cannot be a~certained, in all probability, since there 
is no method by which the total extent of absorbing root area can be 
measured. It is. a matter of common observatio~ that so~e plants 
develop much more extensive root systems tha.n -others, but these com
parisons have only a yel'~' limited valw' for the purposes now urider 
consideration, since the g-eneral appearance and size of a root system. 
is not necessarily an accurate index of the tot.al. a.ctive ab~orbiDg 

surface. 
Comparisons of the total quantities of a slightly soluble element 

withdrawn hy different crops from limited mal'!""s of the same soil 
may give some jdea of the relative . absorbing .powers of the plants 
for the element in question, but the values will depend upon climatic 
conditions, and upon the adequacy of th~ supplying power of the soil 
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for other elements, and possibly upon the effects of the crops upon the 
development of microbiological activities. 

One ""ped of the absorbing power of plants which was earliest 
investigated had to do with the excretion of acicL. by plant roots. 
There is nO doubt about the abundant excretjon of carbon dioxide. 
The evidenee of the excretion of other acids is in general negative, but 
thi<; question is not yet settled. Great importance has. ,usually been 
attached to the CO:,- excreted as a means of bringing into solution cer
tain elements of the soiL Parker,~4 in a recent article) presen.ts 
{':vidence which he believes tends to minimize the importance of CO 2 

excretion. J]owever, thl'! experiments were conducted on Oile type of 
soil of a sandy character, and it is not certain that the use of a more 
highly colloidal soil would have given the same results. At any rate, 
it is very iliffieult at present not to regard the carbon dioxide excreted 
by plants or formed by microorganisms as· of great significance, 
although the view of Parker may be correct that it is of less decisive 
influence on the comparative composition of different types of plants 
than has been supposed. Carbon dioxide excretion also may be con
cerned in another way in t.he a.bsorption of ions. Nitrate ions, and 
po;"'ibJy other anions "under some circumstances, may be absorbed by 
many plants much more rapidly than the aBSociated cations. The 
balance in the solution is maintained by the formation of HC03 ions. 
The metabolism involved in the production of carbon dioxide may, 
therefore, be of great consequence in this type of absorption. 

The displacement of equilibria in the soil as a result of the absorp
tion of ions by plants has been strongly emphasized in several of the 
best known theories regarding the rt:]ation of plants to the soil solution. 
It is scarcely a matter for argument that the plant 'does disturb the 
equilibria between soil mass and soil solution to a significant 
clegree. For example. the removal of PO, ions by the growing plant 
displaces this particular equilibrium and causes more PO. to enter into 
solution. It has been suggested that tbe removal of calcium by a 
plant also plays a very significant. role in the phosphate equilibrium. 
A certain support to this view is ail'orded by t.he experiments of Burd 
and Martin' in which they found that when hydrogen ion concen
trations remained constant, the concentration of calcium in the soil 
solution had a marked influence on' the phosphate concentration. As 
appJied to tbe different abilities to remove ph"""hate from the soil, 
possessed hy plants of different types, the critical data seem to be 
lacking. It should be shown, for example, that buckwhellt, which i. 
considered t.o have a special absorbing power for calcium, actually . 

• Burd, J. S., and Martin, J. C. Private eommunieati.Qn. 
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lowers, or tends to lower, the concentration of calcium in the soil 
solution to a greater degree than barley or oats.· If this is found to 
be true where changes"in hydrogen ion concentration do not intervene 
to overcome the effect, phosphate concentrations should -increase- and 
the plant having the greater ability to lower the concentration of cal
cium should have an opportunity to absorb phosphate from a solution 
with a higher concentration of this ion, or at lea...-rt a larger quantity 
should enter into solut.ion and be absorbed by the plant in each unit 
of time. In this sense and probably only in this sense, the plant would 
be utilizing the undi&solved phosphate of the soil. 

'l'he whole problem would be simplified if we could explain all of 
the relations of the plant to the soil on the basis of chemical equilibria 
and mass action effects. Unfortunately, biological systems do not fit 
completely into such a scheme. It does not seem possible to escape the 
conclusion that a plant cell may effect the movement of ions against 
a concentration gradient, iDvolving the expenditure of energy by some 
mechanism as yet unexplained. Experiments on the aquatic plants 
Nitella and Valonia, have offered a clear picture .of the generai 
situation. 

In stUdying the absorption of ions, it is important to recognize 
that a plant holds a large percentage of its inorganic elements in 
soluble form. C,ertain elements may be accumulated in a plant in large 
amounts without any evidence that an organic combination or a p~e
cipitation has been effected, except as regards a very small proportion 
of the tot8.l quantity present. On the otber hand, much has been 
written concerning the accumulation of calcium in plant tissue in 
insoluble form. A striking instance of this insolubility, observed in 
our ()wn investigations, is, shown by the huckwheat plant, in whieh 
nearly all of the calcium may be insoluble in water. This fact, in 
itself, does not justify us in assuming that the insoluble calcium is 
necessarily in the form of calcium oxalate or similar compounds. It 
still remains to be determined to what extent pOiSO'~lOUS t)rganic acids 
requiring precipitation with calcium, are. deveioped in agricultural 
planta. While buckwheat apparently contains nearly all of the cal
cium in water-insoluble form, Re.ed and H8as27 have found as high 

. as 60 per eent of soluble calcium in the leaves of citrus plants, which 
uloG. are oonsidered to have a marked power of 'absorbing e8.leium 
and which show great injury when the supply of caleium is too low. 
It has been Suggested that the relatively high hydrogen ion con';,e.:. ~ 
tration reported for the sap obtained from buckwheat plants may have 
an important-bearing on their .8.leium absorbi~ power, but tbe hydro-

• ~enll df .~ In>" ..... D~ bebI,g ~. oUt 11> W. IlII>o;"tor,.. 
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gen ion concentrations reported by Reed and Haa ... for citrus leaves 
show an intensity of acidity yery similar to that of barley. These are 
only a few instances of the contradietions which are met. with in 
attempting to offer any general explanation of the absorbing power 
of plants for iOIl:!-; on a ba.o;;is of simple chemical equilibria. 

It wi11 be ,>;,pH at this point to comment on the hydrogen ion con

centration of expressf'd plant saps. It is evident that the interpretation 
of such data. is 811 bject to Vf'ry definite limitations, because an expressed 
sap is a mixture derived from many types of cells, both living and 
defld. Changes in react.ion hrought about under changes in environ
nH'lltal conditions mi~h1: re:omlt from alteration in the relativ.e pro
port.ions of (_'el1:-. of different~ reactions rather than from changes in 
the reactions of cells of any given type. The surprising thing is, not 
that sight fluctuations of hydrogen ion concentration have been noted 
when plantR have been grown under diverse influences, but rather 
that the reactions tend toward f:.mch constant values, as a general rule. 
A striking illustration of this is afforded by the experiments of Reed 
and HaaK in whidJ citrus trees were grown in solutions of extreme 
types without any Hignjficant modjfications of the reaction (H-ion 
concentration) of the sap expressed from the leaves, although the 
chemical composition of the tissues was influenced in a very marked 
way by some of the culture solutlon..;;; employed. 

MINIMUM REQPIREMENTS OF PLANTR 

Another phase of the specific adaptations of different types of 
plants to the s.ame soil solution, already mentioned incidentally, may 
well merit more attention. It SeCIlll';; to be quite true' that many types 
of plants may grow at an optimum rate in the same kind of solution, 
when the composition of the solution and the rates of renewal are 
such that no deficiency in the supply of any element can occur. Un· 
doubtedly, under these circumstances, some elements will be absorbed 
in amounts greater than necessa.r:y for gro·wth. It is, of course, by no 
means true that plants absorb only what they need. 

The minimum percentage of any inorganic element which can 
occur in a normal plant tissue will differ with different types (}f 
plants, as has been suggested, fot example, by the recent work of 
.Jones and Pemher," and Pember and McLean." This fact might 
seem to afford a basis for the: determination of deficiencies- in culture 
media by the chemical analysis of plants. After accumulating a suffi
cient amount of data on plants grown under controlled conditions, it 
is reasonable perhaps to assume that some hope -exists for certain 
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correlations of this kind) yet here again we have to deal with a maze 
of interreacting systems. It is only necessru'y to mention such diffi
culties of interpretation as those involved in the effects of one ion on 
the abRorption of another l the possible 'limited replacement of one 
element by another in physiological processes, and the probable effect 
of climatic conditions on the minimum percentages of an inorganic 
element capable of existing in plant tis.r;;ues. Yet '\ve have reason to 
believe that some plants grow better than others on a poor soil, because 
they can produce a greater dry weight for a given quantity of some 
element which exists in the soil moif;iture, or is renewed therein in low 
concentration. 

Sometimes perhaps the adaptation of a plant to a poor soil is con
cerned with the le,ngth of the growth cycle in relation to the ability of 
the soil to supply essential elements to the soil moisture, and there
fore to the plant. A plant with a :short period of growth might be 
adapted to a, limited supply or very early exhaustion ?f some e~ntiat 
element in the soil. On the other hand, a plant with a rapid rate of 
grmvth aud a comparatiyely extended growth cycle might require soil 
in lvhich a high rate of supply could be maintained over a longer 
period. Here, as in every phase of soil solution investigations, phy
siological problems demand study, 

Probablv nearly everyone would agree now to' the statement that 
a "best" R~lution does not exist for any plant in the sense in whi~h 
this term is ordinarily used. In another sense a "best" solution or 
limited number of "best" solutions might be conceived. If each 
essential element could be assigned some definite value on a unit 
ba.r;;is, somewhat after the manner of evaluating fertilizers, then the 
best solutions would be those producing the largest dry weights of 
crop for the ,~m~lest total values, corresponding to the essential ele
ments absorbed. Practically a determination of this sort might not 
be feasible because of climatic and other complications referred to 
above. The point it is desired to emphasize is that many culture solu
tions of very different composition may all be equally favorable to 
plant growth, but some solutions may be more economical than others. 
If there is to be a search for best solutions, it would seem that it must 
be based on this idea of economy. Incidentally, it may be remarked 
that even if a best or most economical solution could be worked out 
for eacb phase of growth of a certain crop, it is not apparent how such 
a condition could be established practically in soil solutions. . 

The recognition of the effect of one ion on another in absorption 
processes does not in any way support an 8BSUmption that an element 
can be absorbed or utilized only in some partiCUlar ratio to another 
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element absorbed at the same time. Nitrate, for example, may be 
absorbed readily froni R.olutions of any non-toxic nitrate. It is, of 

. eour~:H" obvious that the utilization of nitrate for growth will 
depelld upon the adeqnaey of the supply of all essential elements. 
Thus, relatively large amount ... of both potassium and nitrate may 
be required at. eertaln stages of growt.h of cereal plants, but this 
is not pyidenc(' that these ions necessarily must be' absorbed or 
utiIizrd in {·heroically equivalent quantities. During plant growth, 
an extraordinarily complex series of chemical reactions may involve 
the various eSRentiai ('Jements and we are totally unable to say at the 
prCRent . time how uirpetly or how indirectly any two elements may 
funeiion to!2'ethcl' in the metabolism of the plant. Vle can say only 
that lack of a sufficient quantity of some essential element may dis
tnrb the "i'llOle chain of processes or alter the internal solut.ion environ
ment by which metabolic reactions are inf1neneed. 

These points are discussed now, for the rea.'ion that they focus 
attention on the (lefieiency of our knowledgp ,vith reference to one 
indispensable phase of the study of soil and plant relations, namely, 
the functions of' the essential elements. in the synthe~is of organic com
pound!":' by the plant, and the. pos,.:;ible differenees which may exist be
t,,'een different types of plants in this regard, either in kind or degree. 
Not only quantity but also quality must be considered. In general, one 
(~llnnot sa.y to ,,~/hat extent or why alterations in the composition of the 
soil solution modify the desirable qualities of the commercially im
portant portion of a crop. The most denite information available 
concerns t.he possibility of changing the protein content of wheat 
by suppJying nitrate at appropriate growth phases, as evidenced by 
the investigations of Gericke,ll Davidson and Le Clerc,S and of others. 

If the anal~'sis of the problem of absorbing powers of different 
plants as given ahove is corr~t then we are justified in suggesting 
that while certain well-defined avenues of approach toward a solution 
are indicated, the need of the present is for data obtained under the 
most careful conditions of control practicable. The advancing of addi
tional general theories may well awaH the results of the necessary 
experimentation. 

SOIL ACIDITY AND PLANT GROWTH 

There is probably no phase of soil and plant relations which has 
received more attention than the influence of soil acidity on plant 
growth. Since the introduction of the hydrogen electrode into agri' 
cultural chemical laboratories, the investigation. of hy~en ion i!OJJ- ; 
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centrations of soils has become exceedingly popular. It cannot be 
denied that the hydrogen ion concentration of soil solutions is an 
extremely important variable) onc tha.t mm;t always be taken into 
account, but it should never be forgotten that many other factors 
may vary concurrently ·with variations in the hydrogen ion concen
trations. If we determine tliis value alone, it may be a very hazard
ous assumption that the observed plant growth or distribution of 
species is correlated directly and exclusively with hydrogen ion con
centration. 

After all, how often do ,ve really determine the physiologically 
effective pH of a soil solution? Nearly all pH values report.ed so far 

, have been determined on soil suspensions. In some investigations, 
it has been found that within wide limitB, the proportion of water to 
s:-il had but little influence on the reaction of acid soils. As the inves
tigations are extended to include an inere.a,dng number of soils, 
instances are being reported' in which ehanging the proportion of 
water does make an appreciable difference in the rea.ction of the 
suspension. Probably this should be expected in view of our present 
knowledge of soil solutions and soil extracts. The solid phase would 
be. in equilibrium with a different solution for each proportion of 
water, which might result in an alteration in the amount of acid sub
stances dissolved or jn the extent of their hydrolysis. But suppq:;e, 
instead of using a soil suspension, that we determine the pH of a 
solution displaced from a soil at a. desired moisture content, are we 
then in a position to state that the reaction a._." determined is of exact 
physiological significance! Clearly, we arc faced with the same diffi
culties of interpretation that have already been described with refer
ence to the genera] compositjon of the soil solution. 

The soil solution displaced from a mass of soil may have a certain 
definite intensity of acidity, but the question arises, are all of the 
absorbing root cells actually . in contact with a solution of the same 
acidity as that poSsessed by the displaced s()lution t If the soil solu
tion of an acid soil contains nitrate, "then. as plant gromh proceeds, 
the tendency, according to solution and soil culture data, now available, 
would be for the solution to change its reaction in the direction of • 
decrease in the intensity of acidity. Therefore, if the soil solution 
is to e..~ert its characteristic hydrogen ion concentration, the processes 
of diffusion and of solution would have to keep -pace with the tendency 
of the plant to change the reaction of the solution. It is by no m~" · 

certain that this would be the case, since a rapidly growing plant has 
a very marked ability to bring about changes of reaction, ""cording to 
the data reported by Tber&n" ~d by others. 
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If a soil suspension i'>hows an alkaline reaction, as determin.ed by 
the mmal methods, it is still more open to question ,\.'hether the reac
tion of the soil solution immediately atfeeting the plant roots has the 
same alka.1iIw reaetion as that of the snspenslon, or even that of the 
displacl'd 1-;0lution. In this syst.em, the influence of the carbon dioxide 
g'lven oft' by 1,h(· plant root~~ a~ well as that developed by the actiYities 
of microiirganisms is of importanee. The l'eaetion in such systems is 
determined to a. large degree by the equilihrium existing between 
CO:l ., IlCO~ _ , and CO~. The pt'reentage of CO:: in the soil atmosphere 
is generally much hig-her than in the outside atmosphere and this 
higher cOllcf'ntration tends to rednce the alkalinity of the soil solution. 
In certain experiments 1 lUln~ found that the displaced solution of an 
approximately nt'lltra_( soil (nnder erop) \dlich hacl received a heavy 
applic(I,tion of calcium earbonate wa:,; slightly acid, and that the. reac
tion became stl'ollgly alkalilll> after hoiling- the solution. The reaction 
of the films of solution in immediate contact with root surfa.ces actively 
prorlucing (_'O~ might hayc pos:.,essed a still different reactioll. The 
fact that plants grow well in soils showing-, nnder certain e).--perimental 
comlitions. a. distinetly alkaline reaetion in 1.1('i1' suspensions, dops not, 
in itself, prove that the plants make their best grO\vth in alkaline 
solutions.· 

If we leave a,."ide t.he complications of the soil and turn to the 
results of solution culture expe_riments, we find that the preponder
ance of e-vidence does not indicate that acidity of the order of pH 
5 to 6 is illimi(~al to the growth of common agricultural crops. It is 
certainly true that mallY soils of a similar intensity of acidity are 
improyed hy liming, but. varions O'ther changes occur when lime is 
added, besides t.he lowering of hydrogen Ion concentration. 

In the first pIaee, the acid reaction may be indicative of an absence 
of calcium in the solid phase·of the soil in replaceable form by which 
the soil solution could be rt'"ple-nishe(i. Therefore, a plant might be 
unable to obtain from such a solution the required amount of this 
element. It is easy to understand that an acid soil might be unfavor
able to plant growth simply on account of laek of calcium, while 
a culture solution of similar intensity of acidity containing an ade
q_uate eonce-ntration of calcium might present an entirely favorable 
medium. The importance of calcium supply in connection with acid 
soil solutions has been emphllsized by Truog'" and "thers. 

* Compare diseCllssion by W. H. Pierre (Soil Sdence, 1925, xx, 2.85-305) 
puhlislwd sin('.e this artide was written. The data presented by Pierr~ 
emJJhaflize a. somewhat different point of view, hut are tl,ot necessarily incon· 
sistent with tIle opinions adva.nced above. 
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I n relation to the calcium factor in acid soils, it is especially useful 
to interpret conditions in terms of the theory of replaceable bases, a~ 
has been done by various European investigators and by Kelley and 
others in America. An acid soil, during the proces..o; of its formation, 
may have had much of its replaceable calcium substituted by hydro
gen, and thus a :-:oil ~olution in equilibrium with such a system might 
have too Iowa calcium eoncentration from a physiological point of 
vie,,'. This conception emphasizes the inahility of such a soil to main
tain suitable concentrations of calcium in the soil solution. Of course, 
the nature of the plant eannet he disregarded. Some plants may grow 
,veIl even in a solution markedly deficient in calcium for most agricul
tural plants. This adaptation may be related. to some special ability 
for abwrbing an adequate supply of calcium from a solution Of excep
tionally low concentration with respect to that element, or perhaps to a 
lower requirement for calcium on the part of the plant. 

The importance of 8upply,ing the plant with an adequate conceD-. 
tration of calcium does not necessarily imply that the calcium must 
exist original1y in the solution as calcium carbonate. or .bicarbonate for 
the purpose of neutralizing acids developed by the plant. Unquestion
ably thl~ plant has a marked ability to deY(~lop bicarbonates from solu
tions containing nitrate. Since the nitrate ion may undergo complete 
transformation in the plant. residues of basic properties would be 
provided through biological processes even though the culture BOiu
tion contained no carbonates or bicarbonat.es originally_ Furthermore, 
in the buffer system of the plant, other cations than calcium may pla.y 
an essential role. Vlhen nitrogen if!. supplied only "in the form of 
ammonium salts, it may become neceRSary to add bicarbonate to the 
culture medium since the rapid abr~wrption of ammonium tends to 
br"ing about too great a concentration of hydrogen ions. 

'rhe effect of hydrogen ion concentration on t.he absorption of other 
ions merits further investigation. Certain experiments have indicated 
that in complete culture solutions of an acid reaction, the total equiva
lents of anions (including NO,,) absorbed may exceed those of cations, 
t.he intensity of acidity in the solution being decreased usually to a 
point close to neutrality. "\Vith alkaline RolutioIh~! the reverse process 
may occur. (The excretion of CO::! by roots, 8S well" as the differen
tial absorption is, of course, of primary importance -in both processes.) 
As Reed and Haas point out, th_ findings may not apply to all 
plants nor to every ion_ . The investigators referred to did not fin~ , . 

for example, that ·Cl was absorbed by citrus trees more rapidly from 
an acid solntion than from aD. alkaline one_ It is probable that the 
effect of reaction on absorption is especially important in' connection 
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with a.bsorption of nitrate ions and the carbonate-bicarbonate equili
iJrium. In any ca<;c, it is certainly true that no simple application 
of all isoelectric point theory can be made, so far as ion absorption 
is. ('onc(l'sned. 

Much evir1f'nc{> ba!'> been allva-need trnfling to s.how that in addition 
to the effeet' of reaction 011 normal metabolism, some acid soils are 

inhibitive' of plant grow1h h(_~cau:-;e of toxic:- concentrations of aluminum 
or iron. Additional fae1.or~, S1lch a" the inflnence of reaction on micro
organisms, preseuc{' of toxic organie componnds, etc., have also received 
attentioll. \Vh11(' (111empts have been made from time to time to 
emphasiz{' t.he ('oU1J)lex nature of th(' physiological phenomena involved 
in Ow study of atid soiis, universal reeognit.ion has not yet been 
accorded the importance of difi'erclltiat.ing clearly between the various 
fHetor~. 

.A,l.K .I.Ll:S-E SOLUT10:KR A!':D PL:\_NT GROWTH 

Pnder solution cultilre conditions, it has very frequently been 
observed that solutions of an nlkalinc reaction are less favorable to the 
growt.h of annual plants than slightly aeid solutions. At alkalinities 
represented by pH 0 or aboYE' , distinet injury may occur. It is now 
neces.~ary to inquire whether the unfavorahle nature of an alkaline 
solution is solely attributable to the increased concentration of OH 
ions. 

This is, not an ea."y question to an:-;,\ver since it is difficult or im· 
possible to maintain in alkaline 'solutions the desired concentration 
of calcium .. magnesium, phosphate and iron. The fact that numerous 
plants make excellent grmvth without the slightest evidence of injury 
in certain aeid solutions proves defillitely that. such concentrations of 
H ion are not unrayorable per sc_. but the inhibited growth in an alka,. 
line solution does not. of necessity, prove that the hydroxyl ions are 
toxic. Undoubtedly the limitation of the concentrations of calcium 
and iron in complete culture solutions of alkaline reaction may- be 
influential in restricting or preventing plant development. Theron,29 
however, working with a culture f-:Olution of such a composition that 
tllP reaction could be varied oyer a wide range, still found an alkaline 
reaction to be less favorable than a slig'htly acid reaction. Reed and 
Haas," on the other hand, found that walnut seedlings were extraor· 
dinarily sensitive t.o an absence of calcium in the culture solution, and 
t.hat solutions of pH R to 9 were not especially harmful prOvided cal
cium 'were present as, for example, in solutions of calcium hydrate. 
(However, solutions with pH values much above 9 were stated , to be 
toxic.) • 
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It is undoubtedly true that different species of plants have markedly 
different degrees of tolerance to alkaline solutions, including both 
the high OH ion concentration and the deficient concentrations of 
certain of the es.ential ions. In soils, a very high pH value is almost 
certain evidence that the soil solution has a deficiency of supplying 
power fOT ODe or more iOllS. \Vhile, therefore, much more study of 
the mechanism of injury is required, the emphasis on the generally 
unfavorable nature of highly alkaline solutions is justified. 

A brief comment should be made concerning the difficulty of main
taining desired pH yalues in alkaline culture solutions. Once started, 
the plant has a striking tendency to reduce the original alkalinity, 
and there may be, also, an appreciable difference of reaction-between 
the body of the solution and the solution in immediate contact with 
thf" root system. It is especially difficult to draw conclusions when sand 
cultures are -used. In such experiments, the total volume of 'solution 
applied to the sand may be limited in amount and it is quite probable 
that the alkaline reaction may be reduced in intensity with extreme 
rapidity, especially in the films of solution surrounding the roots. 
It will also be found that the sand itself, however purified, tends to 
reduce the alkalinity of the culture solution. 

METHODS OF INVESTIGATING THE PUYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 

SOIL UEACTION 

Notwithstanding the enormous volume of literature pertaining to 
soil acidity, experiments of the most decisiye type are still lacking. 
Such experiments would include a very exteIL"iive series of observations 
on the displaced solutions or water extracts of many different soils 
of acid reaction. The soil solution data should be <)btained, not merely 
for one sampling, but at intervals throughout the period of growth 
of several typical crops. The concentrations of . the principal essen
tial elements and Of hydrogen ions should be determined and also the 
concentrations of aluminum, iron and" manganese, as well as the oxy
gen supplying power (Hutchins and Livingstone)" of the soil, or 
its reduction potential as suggested hy Gillespie." Further applieation 
should be made of present knowledge regarding the exchange of bases. 
It would not be sufficient to confine the experiment to ·field studies, 
but large quantities of soil should be made homogeneous and po! or 
tank experiments should be arranged so as · to perinit of strict contr,,; 
of IDoisture conditions, aeratiQD, ete. A properly conducted inWsti
gation, it will readily be granted, would ta.>; the reSOurces of an experi' 
ment $tation, yet the e'qlendlturjl required' wllUld .b!J .but a "",all ftae-
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tion. of the sums which have been spent in the past on various field 
tests on acid soils. Furthermore, it is essential to have much more 
definite evidence than "'e now pO&"Iess concerning the nature of the 
soil solutions of vadous acid soils which have been observed to respond 
ill different ways to lime applications. 

The numerous lime rrquirement methods, even though useful as 
empirical guides for lime application when correlated with field 
tests, certainly do not clarify very materially the physiological prob. 
h'ms involved. It is no longer held that lime must always be used to 
the point of nf'utrality. Occasionally reports have been made of 
unfavorable effects produced by adding large quantities of lime to 
acid soils: and certain acid soils apparently do not require lime even 
for the growth of It''guminollS crops. Evidently a lime requirement 
method is of very slight assistanet'. in analyzing the physiological con· 
dition of an acid soil solution before and after liming. \Vhat we real1y 
need to knmv is the quantit.,Y of lime required to bring the soil solution 
to a. physiologieally suitable composition for a given crop, not merely 
with regard to hydrogen ion concentration, but also ,vith reference 
to the concentration of caldum, magTlesium, phosphate, nitrate, or of 
other essential ions, al~o of: toxie suLst.an0cs. All of these studies 
would be intimately bound up ,,,ith a consideration of the effect of 
bming on biological aetivitips, beca.use of the relation of the latter to 
the soil solution. 

ALK~\LI SOIL CONDITIONS 

The soil conditions eommonly referred to under the general term 
of (' alkali " present, in many parts. of the world, an exceedingly 
important special field of investigation , yet it is well to emphasize the 
view that the study of alkali soils is not set apart from the study of 
soils in generaL In large measure, the general methods of attack and 
the basic phenomena are the same throughout. In alkali soils, as well 
as in other soils, ,ve mu~t determine the reaction, co~centration, and 
composition of the soil solution in order to arrive at an understand
in'g of the physiology of inhibited growth. It is true that frequently, 
in such soils, the physical state of the soil may be the primary limiting 
factor, but this condition also is to an appreciable extent determined 
by, or at least reflects, the character of the soil solution. In alkali soil 
solutions, we must sometimes take into account excessive, concentra· 
tions of certain ions 'or undissociated salts, but it is equally important 
to ascertain whether any of the f"sse-ntial ions may not be present 
in too low concentration (for example, ea or Fe), &oS a result perhaps 
of high alkalinity or of the eharlWter of the bases combined in the 
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silicate colloids. This general question has been too fully developed 
in recent papers to require further discussion here. The few remarks 
which have just been made are intended to suggest that physiological 
studies of alkali soils mu~t folio,,' the course required of all investi
gations of soil and plant interrelations, including experiments with 
artificial culture ~;olntions interpreted with reference to data on soil 
solutions. 

THE NU!'.1RER OF ELEMENTS Es..SENTIAI. FOR Pr,ANT GROWTH 

In the vast majority of soil and plant investigations, no attention 
lIas been given to chemical elf'ments outside the list of those commonly 
thought to comprise the es.';;ential elements for plant growth. "Ve may 
now regard this list as of'finitely proved to be incomplete. The work 
of Maze,2~ the Rothamsted Experimental Station,3l ~fcHargue/a and 
Lipman and Sommers,*' makes it necessary to include additional ele
ments, such as manganese, boron, silicOll~ and perhaps ~umerous others, 
at least for the expe.rimental conditions used by these investigators. 
The investigations in. this field will require much extension, but the 
point may now be raised whether all naturally occuring soil solutions 
neces.."mrily contain adequate coneentrations of all of these rarer or 
less re(wgnized elements, or jf so, ,~'hat influence on plant growth or 
efficiency of utilization of other elements would be produced by increa:.<.;
ing the minute concentrations already present 1 It is apP8l'ent that 
the almost overwhelming complexities of the study of plant growth 
will be increased by the necessity of explaining the function of various 
chemical elements overlooked in the earlier history of plant investi
gations. 

The statement may be ventured that no completely satisfactory 
solution of the problem of the function of any of the ~sse.ntial elements 
can be realized until the present or future discoveries of the physicist 
and chemist concerning the structure of the differeilt chemical atoms 
are capable of being utilized by the biochemist. 

POSSIBLE EXTliNSIONS OF SOIL SOLU'l'ION T NVES'fIGATIQNS 

The discussion thus far has heen all attempt to present. some phases 
of the physiological relations of plants and soils from the point of view 
of scientific research. Before closing, I desire to a.dd several commentQ 
on the posoibility of making practical application of researches of this 
type. .In the first place, it wiil readily be admitted that there is not 

11 Lipman, C. B., and Sommer, A. L; 1924 . . Pl1vate communieation. 
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availabJe at thf' flre~ent time any scientific method by which it can 
be predicted under field cOIHlitions whether or not a given soil can 
de""f'lop an adequate soil ,'-:olntioll , 01' ,,;hether a certain system of 
management or fertilizl-ltion w111 corred deficieneies. This statement, 
of course, does not den:v the praetical value of local empirical tests, 
t'Slwcial1y "\"IheTI g-uideu by s.cientific fill dings. Sueh tests are generally 
the be,~t means for Hrrjyjng at. a decision concerning . an immediate 
prop-ram of Ioeal soil improvement. lJnder the most fayorable cir
eumstanees, therefore, tlwy may he of g-rcat practical use, notwith
I'tandjn:r the f"wt thnt s('ientific'. reasons for observed effects may remain 
entirrly undisdoF'ed. The da.nger whieh inheres in field tests is that 
nt1.cmpts. lli;:IY he made to g-cncraliz{' from them too widely. It appears 
that suffi('ir.nt emph<lsi;-. has not always been placed on the limited 
and 10Cld (~barn(,ler of a majority of these tests. 

To wlwt ext.ent mn:-' it bl:'(,0111(, possible to apply in the field the 
results and metllOds of inhmf.live investigations of soils and plants, 
such as have been diseussed in this article? Obviously, it would be 
useless to obtain hapha'l;ard samples of soil from the field for the pur~ 
pose of studying the soil solution, because of tile variability of soils 
and especially because of rapid seasonal changes in the soil solutions. 
However, it does not necessarily follow that field investigations are 
beyond the range of possjhiliti{~s. On the contrary, it may become 
desirable, sooner or later, to attempt studies of soil solutions under 
field condjtions .. in selected areas in ,vhich general observation sug~ 
gests that some particularly fa"orable or unfavorable relation exists 
between crop ana soil solution. In each investigation of this type, it 
would 118ve to be determined how. samples should .be taken so as to 
avoid any objf'(~t:iom, based on soil variauility or seasonal fiuctuations. 
These factors can never be left out of consideration, yet by the use 
of Rtatistical methods and ,yith sufficient data, it is reasonable to sup
pose that important correlations may be discovered. The time factor 
would require very careful consideration. It must be· realized that 
a plant is not in contact with a soil solution for an hour or day only, 
hut over the whole seal-ion and that. a soil solution at one time may be 
completely different from the solution of the same soil at another 
time. 

Unfortunately, t.he problem £s made especially dilllcult bec'aus. 
the character of the soil and therefore of the soil solution is not ordi
nari~y homogeneous in different layers. In the ease of certain cr.op8., 
it may be very difficult to determine the exact location of the aetivery 
absorbing root system. Then, too, physical conditi9n8 in the soil may 
interfere with root disll.~rsio" .. !U'd ihe Ji!ll,ita,Wm .Q.f .• grlI.w#li .IQy,,,:,,,,,, 
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be chiefly a question of total available internal surface rather than o_f 
the character of the soil solution present in any given mass of soil. 
Certainly, it is not probable that any soil solution studies at present 
feasible are sufficient to explain fully the observed growth of plants 
on different types of soil. These remarks are particularly cogent when 
applied to agriculture under arid conditions where moisture relations 
as such are often of such critical importance. 

It is not to be supposed; therefore, that intensive investigations 
of soils will ever entirely replace empirical tests for local guidance 
in soil treatment, or for the determination of the crops adapted to 8 

given soil type. Rather, it must be the function of the controlled 
experiments to seek to explain the main features of crop response, to 
determine the cause of malnutrition, to suggest possibly Dew kinds of 
local tests and especially to establish principles which shall indicate 
some of the 'ultimate effects of the various types of Roil treatment. 
Finally there always remains ihe possibility that a th!'rou'gh scientific 
kn.owledge of soil and plant relations may make pos."iible some striking 
practical applications at present unforeseen. 
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